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ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING QUANTITATIVE 

ESTIMATES OF ORGANISM ABUNDANCE1 

LOUIS S.  KORXICKER 
Institute of Marine Science, The University of Texas 

ABSTRACT 

Examination of the physical relationship between weight and volume sediment samples, and com- 
parison of estimates of organism abundance obtained from equal volume and equal weight samples of 
recent sediment show that kinds of minerals forming the sediment have little effect on abundance 
distribution patterns determined by counting the number of specimens in samples of a given weight 
or volume, and that variation in sediment porosity probably is the major factor responsible for dif- 
ferences between organism counts based on equal weight samples and those based on equal volume 
samples. 

Consideration of the diagenetic processes of compaction and cementation that affect organism 
abundance shows that for sediments, which have not been materially changed by processes such as 
intrastratal solution, replacement, and recrystallization, abundance counts from recent and ancient 
sediments are more comparable if clays and shales are reported on the basis of equal weight samples, 
and unlithined and lithified sands are reported on the basis of equal volume samples. 

INTRODUCTION 

Analyses of the distribution of the re- 
mains of dead organisms in recent sedi- 
ments is strongly influenced by the method 
used to establish and report abundance 
counts. Comparisons of abundance counts 
from recent and ancient strata are affected 
by the composition of the sediment, its 
history, and the type of sample upon which 
counts are based. 

The abundance of dead forms in recent 
sediments may be used to interpret past en- 
vironments (Kornicker, 1957), to estimate 
relative sedimentation rates (Walton, 1955) 
and may serve as a basis for making com- 
parisons with the abundance distribution of 
fossil organisms. Horizontal or vertical vari- 
ation in fossil abundance may be useful in 
stratigraphic correlations (Ellison, 1951), 
and can be utilized in reconstructing con- 
ditions attending the depositional environ- 
ment (Imbrie, 1955). 

Counts of abundance of the remains of 
dead organisms from recent sediments usu- 
ally have been expressed in terms of equal 
weight, equal dry volume, and equal wet 
volume samples (Schott, 1935; Parker, 
1948; Said, 1950; Walton, 1955). Most 
abundance counts from ancient strata have 
been made on a weight basis (Ellison, 1951; 
Imbrie,  1955;  Echols and  Gouty,  1956). 

1 Manuscript received May 21, 1959. 

This paper presents an attempt to explore 
the general relations between weight and 
volume sediment samples in order to deter- 
mine the advantages and disadvantages of 
each type sample. 

COMPARISONS OF ABUNDANCE COUNTS  BASED 

ON  VOLUME  AND WEIGHT SAMPLES 

OF RECENT SEDIMENTS 

The absolute density of minerals forming 
the major part of marine sediments does 
no vary greatly, and therefore mineral 
density has little effect on abundance distri- 
bution patterns determined by counting the 
number of specimens in samples of a given 
weight or volume. For example, if a sediment 
sample composed entirely of aragonite 
grains (specific gravity 2.94 gm/cc) contains 
the same number of organisms as a sample 
composed entirely of montmorillonite (spe- 
cific gravity 2.4 gm/cc) and both samples 
have the same porosity and volume, the 
number of organisms recorded in the two 
samples would differ by only about 14 per- 
cent, providing the counts were made from 
equal weight samples (See table 1 for addi- 
tional examples). Mineral density would 
have no effect on abundance estimates made 
from equal volume samples. 

Porosity (volume percentage of pore 
space) of recent marine sediments varies 
considerably. Porosity is dependent on pack- 
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"Vjgm I.     Comparison of I hi- number of specimens from eijual volume and ei/titi! weiejil kypuLhclical 
sediment samples composed of different minerals 

Composition of 
sediment 

Aragouite 
Calcile 
Dolomite 
Moutmorillonitc 
H!ite 
Average clay 
Quartz 

Mineral density      Number <>l speci-   Number ul speci- Dillerence In mim- 
grams per re niens per cC niens per gram1'     her ol specimens 

2.94 
2.72 
2.87 
2.4 
2.6 
2.7 
2.66 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

34 66 
37 63 
35 65 
42 58 
38 62 
37 63 
38 62 

" One hundred specimens per vc is hypothetical and chosen only lor the purpose ol I lie table. 
'' Number ol specimens per one sraiii was obtained by dividing the number ol specimens per cc 

(100) by density of mineral composing the sediment. Calculation based on hypothetical porosity ol 
0  percent. 

iitg. shape and uniformity of grains, and 
grain size. Tbe porosity of coarse sand is 
usually 35 to 40 percent, whereas freshly de- 
posited clay may have a porosity of 50 per- 
cent or higher (Petlijohn, 1940. p. 60, 277). 
Mississippi delta mud, according to Mein/.er 
(1023, p. 8), has a porosity ranging from 80 
to 00 percent. Shaw (1915, p. 1415) found 
the porosities of mud deposits on the sea 
coast to range from 40 to 00 percent. Ter- 
zaghi and Peck (1948, p. 29) reported a soft 
slightly organic clay having a porosity of 66 
percent and a soft very organic clay with a 
porosity of 75 percent. Walton (1955, p. 
902) collected a sediment from station B-45 
in Todos Santos Bay having only 4.28 grams 
lolal dry weight in a volume of 10 cubic cen- 
timeters of wet sediment. If a density of 2.7 
grams per cubic centimeter is assumed lor 
the solids in this sample, the porosity would 
be roughly 84 percent. 

The relationship between the number ol 
organisms per dry weight of sample and 
per volume of sample is shown by the fol- 
lowing equation: 

100 A',. 
(1) A,,„-  

p(\oo-r) 

where X/«. is the number of organisms per 
gram of dry sediment, A',, is the number of 
organisms per cubic centimeter ol sediment. 
P is porosity of sediment, p is the grain den- 
sity in grams per cubic centimeter. The 
sample may be in dry or wet state when vol- 
ume is determined, but dry porosity must 
be used with dry volume and wet porosity 
with wet volume. By using the above equa- 
tion  a  graph   was ronsl.rucled  from   which 

I he number of organisms per gram of dry 
weight may be determined directly from the 
number of organisms per cubic centimeter 
of sample, providing the grain density ol 
the sample is 2.7 grains per cubic centimeter 
and the porosity of the sample is known 
(ir. I). The number of individuals per sam- 
ple are identical when based on either weight 
or volume only when the porosity ol the 
sediment is 63 percent. II I he porosity ol a 
sediment is above 63 percent, counts based 
on weight are higher than counts based on 

POROSITY      (%) 

100 300 500 700 900 
200 400 600 800 1000 

NUMBEfa of   MICROORGANISMS par  CUBIC  CENTI- 
METER  of SEDIMENT 

Flo. 1. -Theoretical relationships between the 
number of organisms per cubic centimeter and 
gram dry weight of sediment. Wet porosity is used 
with samples based on wet. volume. Dry porosity 
is used with samples based on ilr\ volume. A 
density of 2.7 gin/ce has been assumed for sedi- 
ment grains in the construction ot this graph. 
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1'ABI.I-: 2.   -Comparison of abundance counts 
based on volume and dry wei«ht Irypo- 

thclicul sediment samples having 
different porosities'1 

Porosilv o! 
sedimeni % 

30 
SO 
84 

v      , i Number ol Ann)her ol organisms per organisms per ,B , ' 1 gram dry 1 ee' weight? 

500 
500 
500 

265 
370 

1150 

• Absolute density ol 2.7 grants per ce is us- 
sumed   tor  mineral  composing sediment. 

b Number niicrolaima per ee is hypothetical 
and assumed expressly for I he purpose ol this 
table. 

• Values obtained from figure 1. 

volume. If porosity is below 63 percent, 
counts based on weight are lower than 
counts based on yolume. 

Variation ill sediment porosity probably 
is the major factor responsible for differ- 
ences between organism abundance counts 
based on equal weight samples and those 
based on equal yolume samples. Hypothet- 
ical microorganism counts based on yolume 
and dry weight sediment samples haying 
different porosities are compared in table 2. 

COMPARISON   OF   ABlNDANCE   COUNTS   BASES 

ON   WET  AND  DRY   RECENT SEDIMENT 

SAMPLES   OF   EOl'AL   VOLUME 

The volume occupied by a given weight 
of a sediment is affected by the manner of 
packing of the grains. Clays, or clayey sedi- 
ments shrink upon drying and, therefore, 
the volume ol a given weight of dry clay is 
less than the volume when the clay was in a 
wet state. However, if the dried clay is pul- 
verized, its volume is likely to increase. 
A thy (1930) and l'razer (1935) have demon- 
strated that the volume of some sands de- 
posited in water can be reduced 11 to 13 per- 
cent by compaction and jarring. 

The relationship between the number of 
organisms in wet and dry samples of equal 
volume is shown by the following ecjuation: 

(2) A> 
X„ (100-7'.,) 

(100-f,) 

where A'„. is the number of organisms per 
cubic centimeter of wet sediment. A',/ is the 
number of organisms per cubic centimeter 

too 
Ratio of number  of    orgonisims 

90 Lin one cc.   dry   sediment   to the 

80 

number of organisms in one cc.   ^ 
of wet sediment.                    ^^^ 

70 
2^\// 

60 

o^/% 
50 

40 

30 

/             /           V 
20 /^        /         "V f V 
10 //       / 
0 .   /.     ,     /    ,   / 

O      10      20     30      40     50     60     70     80     90    100 

POROSITY     (%)    of   WET    SEDIMENT 

Flo. 2.—Theoretical relationship between the 
number of organisms In a unit volume of wet and 
dry sediment. 

of dry sediment, P,i is the porosity of the 
dry sediment, and P,. is the porosity of the 
wet sediment. 

This equation has been plotted graph- 
ically in Itgure 2. From this graph the num- 
ber of organisms per cubic centimeter of wet 
sediment may be obtained from the number 
ol organisms in one cubic centimeter of dry 
sediment, providing the wet and dry porosi- 
ties are known. Organism abundance from 
hypothetical wet and dry samples of equal 
volume are compared in table 3. 

TABLE 3.— Comparison of organism counts based 
on u'i't volume and dry volume hypothetical 
sediment samples havin« various wet and 

dry porosities 

Number Number 
Wet l>rv organisms organisms 

porosilv porosilv per 1 ee per 1 cc 
('/,') {%) wet dry 

volume" volume1. 

30 30 500 500 
30 15 500 005 
30 10 500 650 
50 50 500 500 
50 25 500 750 
50 10 500 600 
84 42 500 1800 
84 10 50(1 2800 

* Five hundred specimens per one ce is hypo- 
thetical and chosen onlv lor the purpose ol (he 
table. 

h From figure 2. 
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inAiiiixi'.ric PROCESSES; AND THF.IR 500(100 — 50) 
KtTKCT O.V  ABl.'.VDANCE COl'.NT.S ' _ ~(100—ToT 

Diagenctic processes  that  lead  to lilhifi- =278 Foraminifcni pti JO cc of stfiimtnl before 
ration are compaction, cementation,  infra- compaction 
st ratal    solution,    auihigenosis   and    meta- 
somatism (I'ettijohn. 1948, p. 477). ln S^ncral, the porosity ol clay and .shale 

C„/pW,-,,».- As   soon    as   sediment    is '" " l"'K"„n ol depth ol bunal. Alhy (1930. 

buried it is subjected to compaction and at- 'K   l®   llas   relatc<1   P<»'<>*">'  '""'   *«l'l*   <>» 
tendant    water    loss.    According    to   A thy i,unal  '"  Ration  (4). 
(1930, p. 8) clay probably assumes an aver- (4)-                            l' = p(e '") 
age porosity of about 50 percent after the tic- ,        >, •                     ^     ,, '        .    -    .                 ,                   .                    . where /  is porositv. p is tlie average porosity 
cumulation ol an overburden a lew tens ol ,-        ,-          ,          ,'•                            '    ,          ,," 

, .                 ,  ,                           ,.          . ol surlaee clavs, b is a constant, and \ is Hie 
teet m thickness although the surlaee cla\s ,       ,      .-  ,     ".   . ...       „..a               .               . - depth   ol   burial. 
ma\' vary ttom ,">0 to 90 percent in porositv. >     ,,      ,                •                                           ,, 

-                ,             '.        ,    .    '             ,, .As the decrease in porositv is principally 
( ompaetion   ol   sand   is   relatively  small ,,             ,,     ,•      ,                .        ",           •,  • 

,       r   '  ..   ,       ,,,,,,        ,,,    ,   ,       ., ' ,        ,, I lie result ol a decrease in volume, it is pos- 
see Pettnohn. 1948, p. 69; Athv. 1930, p. 8; .. ,     ,             ..  ,     .        .           .    ,  .             '   . 

,,,      ,     ,,;'             ,„ ,  ',.             , ii,         , , ., sible  to  prediel   the  theoretical  increase m 
I rask,  1931,  p.  2/4:  hraser.  193). p. 942). .       \                                         ,          , 
,.  ,                     '                           •                  .        : number ol specimens per unit volume due lo 
Calcareous   or   sandv   shale   compaction   is .         .   ,     ,,    ,„      -,     .          ,. 

. ,        -             .       . ,   ,        ,,.,„ compaction at  depth  (hg. 3).  According to 
comparable with   pure shales  (Alhv,   1930, ,,          ,   ,      ,,              ,         ,•          •              ,      • 

'  ... .,      ,,,,-„; ,                            .   ,        , these data, the number ol specimens ol mi- 
p. 9). \\eller   19.-.9) has pointed out that the ,                                 ,            ,•,,,, 
'            ,    j         i- i         •                 i    i,   •    i- erolauna per unit volume ol clay at the .siir- 
uncrushed condition ol empty shells m lime- ..                ,,  •                 .       ,,,, .     ;       ,     ,,      ,. 

.    ,.             ,                ',.- ,                    . lace would increase by W-y,   at a depth ol 
stones indicates that very little compaction ,nnn ,•    ,        , an, ,            .     '.     r ,,>,,,, ,• 

... -   ,      '„,,    '     .... 1000 teet and 80'/, at a depth ol 6000 teet ;ts 
occurs in  limestones.   1 rask  (1931,   p.  2/4) ,,     , 

.,       ,            .   '. , a result ol compaction, 
htis shown experimentally that colloids are ,,               ,       ,         ,•        , .     ,                   , 

.',.-. I orositv has been lound to decrease when 
compacted more than clavs, clays more than ,•                 ,  ,-           ,   ,,   ,       ,,„>„        ,*\ .,',.,                  ,        -      ,    - a sediment is delormed. Rubev (1930, p. 30) 
silts and silts more than sands. ,    .         ,            . .       ,             .             , 

,,               .            ...    ,            ,.    ,        _ expressed   the  relationship ol   porosil\'  and 
c ompaetion    will    have   hi lie   elleel    on ,  ,-            •       •                        ,-> 

,        ,                                                                         , detormation in equation (.">)• 
abundance    counts    reported    Irom    etpial 
weight   samples.   Compacted  sediment   will (*)                 !'»= 100-cos rf(100-1'„) 

contain more .specimens than the same vol- whel.c  p( is p(1rositv „f uluiUed  rock, d is 
time ol  uueompacted  material.  An approxi- present angle olAlip. and /J,, is present poros- 
niation   to   the   number   of   specimens   per [)v 

sample present on ancient depositional sur- '|he number of specimens per unit volume 
faces may  be realized  from determinations „,'sediment would theoretically be increased 
of   the   abundance   ol    loss,I   organisms   in -d,^ 8 percent in rock dipping 4-5 degrees, 
compacted sediments providing initial and .liu] „ nlurh us 2Q percent with sleeper dips, 
present porosities are  known  (equation   1). CemcnUtlion.—Although    compaction    of 

vflOO    P) sands is negligible, cementation, caused by 
( /                            , = (100    /M the   addition   of   a   eeineiiling   material   in 

pore spaces, is commonplace. As an illustra- 
where y is the number of specimens in unit tion  the average sand has a porositv of 35 
volume of sample of compacted  sediment, to  40  percent,   whereas  the  average  sand- 
f, is the porosity of compacted sediment, f stone  has  a   porosity  of   15   to  20   percent 
is the original  porosity of sediment, and .v (Pettijohn,   1948.   p." 69).   In  contrast   rela- 
is the number of specimens in the same unit tivelv   little   cementation   occurs   in   shales 
volume of sediment when in  previous posi- (.\lhy.   1930,   p.   9).  According   to   YVeller 
tion on the sea Hoor. (1959) the consolidation of most limestones 

Example: If js probably the result of cementation. Pore 
3> = 500Foraminiferapcr 10ecu!" compacted sccli- filling  by  a  secondary   mineral   that causes 

. a   decrease   in   rock   porosity   increases   the 
weight per unit volume. Therefore the num- 

" her  of  specimens  will   be  lower  in   a   unit 
/' = 50% (estimated) 

- For  recent  discussion of  this equation,  the 
then reader is referred to Weller (1959). 
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DEPTH   of    BURIAL    (feet) 

FIG. .5.-- Theoretical increase in (he number ol organisms per unit volume of clay caused by com])aclion 
at depth.   The curve is based on porosity changes at depth given by Athy (1930). 

wniglit ol cemented st'dinienL titan In a unit 
weight of  unceniented  .sediment. 

1 nlntstrattd Soli/lion.—-]ntrastratal solu- 
tion will generally decrease the number of 
microorganisms per sample regardless of the 
sample base because the fragile carbonate 
shells of Foramiuifera and Ostracoda arc de- 
stroyed quite easily. Siliceous Foraminifcra, 
conodonts, and fish remains may be more 
resistant. In the Florena Shale of Kansas, 
for example, only siliceous Foraminilera are 
found in the upper part ol many vertical 
sections, although both calcareous and sili- 
ceous forms occur in the lower pail. This 
distribution may he partially the result ol 
inlraslralal solution in the upper part of the 
sections. Occasionally, siliceous minerals are 
dissolved and replaced by calcite. but this 
is considered exceptional (Pettijohn, 1948, 
p. 492). 

Authigenrsis.— The formation of new min- 
erals in place is usually termed authigenesis 
(J'eltijohn, JV48, p. 478). Aragonite de- 
posited on the sea floor usually converts to 
calcite in a relatively short time with a de- 
crease in density from 2.94 to 2.72 grams 
per cc.  Montmorillonite  is converted to it- 

lite with an increase in density from 2.4 to 
2.6 grams per cc. Replacement and recrys- 
lallization may or may not destroy all or 
part ol the organisms. However, assuming 
that the organisms are not destroyed, the 
number of specimens per sample, on a 
weight  basis,  will  be affected only slightly weight basts, will be affected only slightb 
by change in density of the enclosing sedi 
ment   (sec   table   I). 

co.vci.r.sioNS 

1. A study of the quantitative distribu. 
tion ol dead organisms in recent sediment is 
slrongdy influenced by the method used to 
establish and report abundance counts, un- 
less the porosity of the sediments in the 
sampling area is fairly uniform or unless the 
areal variation in abundance of individuals 
is sufficiently large to minimize porosity 
variation. 
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2. Abundance counts from shale will be 
more comparable with counts from recent 
clays if both are reported from equal weight 
samples. Abundance counts from cemented 
sand will be more comparable with counts 
from recent sands if both are reported from 
equal volume samples. The tendency for 
limestones to become consolidated by ce- 
mentation rather than by compaction sug- 
gests that abundance counts from limestones 
will be more comparable with counts from 
recent carbonate sands if both are reported 
from equal volume samples. 

3. The difference between the volumes 
occupied by sediment in a wet or dry state 
may be inconsequential for sands but con- 
siderable  for clays and  other  fine  grained 

sediment. The impracticality of basing 
abundance counts on wet samples of ancient 
strata makes the wet volume sample, which 
is currently being used extensively as the 
basis for abundance counts of dead micro- 
organisms in recent sediments, least useful 
for comparing recent and fossil abundances. 
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